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Brick (Rian Johnson, 2005) and The Squid and the Whale (Noah Baumbach, 

2005) 
 

Two movies either set in the youthful environment of, or based on the youthful experiences 

of, their writer-directors: one clever but uninvolving, the other funny and touching. 

 

     
 

The location of Brick is San Clemente, California. It’s a Dashiell Hammett / Raymond 

Chandler mystery, set in the world of high school druggies and drop-outs, with many of its 

teenage characters standing and leaning motionless against walls all the time, or sitting on the 

concrete staring into space. The generation whom America’s betrayed, dispossessed, 

disinherited, and pumped high with smack, as a compensation for throwing them on the 

garbage heap. Too dumb to work in Macdonalds, too debilitated to be marines. They talk a 

weird kind of jive which you have to play back through your head to make out what’s just 

been said – almost as weird as the rap talk in Curtis Hanson’s Eight Mile, but not quite. Only 

the high school vice-principal talks normally – he also refers to an English teacher who’s 

“tough” – “Tough … but fair” comments the protagonist, acknowledging, it seems, the 

teacher’s formative effect on his own ability to generate and deploy similes and metaphors. 

 Language only goes so far with these people – they only really react to extreme and 

ingenious violence, which the hero’s good at, though he’s received, by the end credits, more 

of it than he’s doled out. He has a Huggy Bear equivalent, whom only he ever sees, and who 

always tells him where he’s going wrong or going right, and who sits on the concrete leaning 

against the wall all the time. 

 The plot concerns the hero’s girlfriend (or was she?), how she died, who disposed of her 

body, and how. This quest leads him – he’s the Sam Spade, you see, in theory on the side of 

the law but in fact his own man when it comes to mega decisions – on to another quest, 

namely for a big deposit of smack (the “Brick” of the title), and into the local subculture of 

dealers and hit-men. The principal dealer is played by Lukas Haas, changed a lot since he 

assisted Harrison Ford against the dealers and bent cops, as the little boy in Witness. 

 There’s also an attractive femme fatale, younger than Lauren Bacall ever looked, and 

slimmer than Mary Astor ever was. Actually you think there are two femmes fatales, but one 

turns out to be a sad loser, like 95% of the rest of the cast. 

 The words they use are so alien, the environment the film documents so disturbingly dull, 

and the situations of double- and triple-cross so hard to keep track of, that you wonder by 

about two-thirds of the way through why you should care. Only the director-writer’s cool way 

of filming the mono-dimensional sidewalks, basements, playing-fields and school corridors, 

and several neat running sight-gags, keep you awake. 

 A central metaphor is the storm-drain the girlfriend’s body is found in – a threatening 

black hole of which the other end is invisible, and in the depths of which, and at the mouth of 

which, some of the extreme violence happens. Characters disappear into it and never come 

back out – just like your ability to maintain your interest. 

 

—————————— 

 

The Squid and the Whale has as its main adult characters two PhDs in Eng. Lit., so 

communication is sort-of guaranteed: though the father’s way, early on, of putting down A 

Tale of Two Cities as “minor Dickens” (I’ll have to wait for the DVD, but I think he says 

“essentially minor Dickens”) makes it clear that “PhD” equals, in this context, which is 1980s 
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Brooklyn, cultural snobbery. The father is that saddest of men – a lecturer in English who 

nearly made it as a creative writer, but whose publisher has lost faith in him (cp. the guy in 

Sideways). His anguish is exacerbated by the fact that wife’s work is now in the New Yorker, 

and passers-by keep congratulating her on it. Hardly surprising that he ends up hospitalised 

with cardiac seizure: meanwhile he categorises and labels everything, from Dickens via 

Godard, to Connors, Nastase and McEnroe, making his insecurity clearer with every smug 

evaluation. The way Jeff Daniels inhabits this role confirms him as one of the most intelligent 

and subtle actors around, and Laura Linney – boldly going without makeup – is only 

hampered, in competition, by the fact that her part is less-well-fleshed out. 

 

 
 

 The film is like You Can Count on Me, We Don’t Live Here Anymore, and Igby Goes 

Down, in being low-budget and character-driven: only it lacks the sick touch of Igby, and will 

therefore, I suspect, be less memorable: but Americans still do this better than we Brits – it’s 

whole universes away from the cynicism of Love, Actually. Two adolescent boys are 

disturbed by their parents’ divorce. Whether they’ll survive or not is immaterial: it’s the effect 

on them on a week-to-week basis which is the film’s subject. The elder cuts corners – it 

seems he never ever reads A Tale of Two Cities, and in addition, tries without success to pass 

off a Pink Floyd number as his own work at a talent contest (thus straining credulity, it being 

all set in the 1980s): the younger displaces his anxiety on to the cat. The elder finds himself in 

competition with his father over one of the literature students: the younger makes like Joaquin 

Phoenix in Parenthood, except that he smears the product over the spines of library books and 

across the doors of lockers, so the Principal has to call his parents in. 

 It’s a long way from the way Youth Copes in the other film, which seems both fantastical 

and boring by contrast. 


